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Brazil to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

The ship of Light sails decisively through South America and is carried out to sea by the great
currents of the universe.

It is crewed by new disciples that respond to the Great Captain, Who directs it with the movement
of His Consciousness.

It will never shipwreck, its resistance and form are millenarian, for it has been built by the hands of
the Great Laborers.

The ship goes toward new ports, after having visited other ports throughout the world.

Now it is going toward new destinations because the crew has been called to give of itself through
new and great services.

For this reason, the ship sails rapidly, and the currents of the universe move it along, more quickly
than expected.

It is guided by a greater impulse that makes it strong and invincible so that the Purpose may be
accomplished.

Who will see it go by along the coasts of the great oceans?

It is characterized by the potent Light it emanates because its great sails reflect the Light of the
Hierarchy.

Wherever it goes, a purpose is fulfilled, and in each port that it visits, it invites new crew members
to come aboard.

What will the initiates find within this mysterious ship?

In essence, something that many have been forgotten: love and brotherhood. This is what makes the
ship travel among the spaces of this humanity.

There is no other mystery to reveal. The ship travels in search of the self-summoned so they awaken
to their sacred mission.

While the world and humanity are shaken, the ship of Light will go to meet those who awaken so
that people of other nations also fulfill the call.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace 


